We outline an approach to classifying and detecting behaviours from surveillance data. Simple pairwise movement patterns are learned and used as building blocks to describe behaviour over a temporal sequence, or compared with other pairs to detect group behaviour. As the pair primitives are easy to redefine and learn, and complex behaviour over time is specified by the user as a sequence of pair primitives, this approach provides a flexible yet robust method of detecting complex movement in a wide variety of domains.
Introduction
The ability of a surveillance system to automatically detect events of interest would have many advantages, including the release of human resources needed to monitor hours of video footage or many screens. In the case of a video recording system, actively seeking specified events via an intelligent query-based system would enable an efficient search of the surveillance position data for behaviours of interest.
There has been some work done in detecting and categorising events in a traffic surveillance situation [9, 6, 5, 1, 2, 4, 3] . In this domain, road rules restrict behavioural events to a reasonably definable set which is often not the case in human situations.
However, some research has been undertaken to analyse the behaviour of a human group in domains where rules of behaviour do apply: colour information can be used to discriminate between two soccer teams and describe qualitatively the states of play [8] , and networks of complex rules can discriminate gridiron plays [7] . These systems are domain specific and in the case of the latter rely on a priori knowledge of complex well-defined movement rules. Often, in a general situation such as a hotel foyer or a shopping mall, such rigid movement rules are absent. A system that could detect meaningful behaviour in these types of domains by using behaviour models that are simply and easily defined (and redefined) could have application to a wide variety of domains. For an effective surveillance query system, events must be identified that will indicate perhaps undesirable behaviour in the scene, or provide some summary of information. For example, queries could include "Count the number of people that enter through the Main door", "Find when two people are stationary by the table for more than 30 seconds", or "Find a group of people meeting anywhere in the scene".
In order to answer such queries one must consider several orthogonal aspects of the surveillance problem (Figure 1) : time, number of people and space. In this paper, we describe an implementation of a system that addresses the first two considerations in that it learns and detects a set of simple movement patterns that occur between target pairs over one time sample (pair primitives) which are used as a basis to build descriptions of more complex behaviours occurring over consecutive time samples (pair chains), or involving more targets (group primitives). Spatial context (where behaviour may change in meaning and importance depending on spatial area) is not considered in this paper as the focus is on location independent behaviours. Also behaviours shown by a single target over one time sample (single primitives) are not discussed in this paper. The segmentation and tracking of video images is also not within the scope of this paper;it is assumed this step has been completed and point position data of labelled targets in the scene is used as input to the system.
Segmenting and Categorising Behaviour

Pair Primitives
Pair primitives are a defined set of simple movements that could occur between two targets in the scene over one time sample. The pair primitives we have trained our system to detect are shown in Figure 2 and were selected to provide a rich array of basic building blocks than can be used to describe a wide variety of group movements in a human surveillance situation.
To enable a closed set of possi- ble movements a class other is used to catch movements that are not one of the movements specified.
In the learning stage we use a simulator to trace trajectories of pair behaviour samples of the types shown in Figure 2 . Generally, these samples have a duration of 1-2 seconds (at 10 frames/sec) because the types of behaviours we have defined are relatively simple and can be detected using small temporal samples. Sets of valid examples for each movement are used to build a rule tree using a C4.5 system [10] to distinguish between each class of pair primitives. The classification features we have chosen for our rule tree do not rely too heavily on absolute temporal measures, therefore classification is largely invariant to target velocity.
This velocity invariance provides some flexibility in the sample size used in the detection stage. A large number of frames showing targets moving slowly provides similar spatial distance information to a small number of frames showing targets moving faster, and as classification is invariant to target velocity this means that the movement will still be detected regardless of sample size, as long as the sample contains a relatively noise-free example of the behaviour.
However, cases may still occur where a sample contains too little information due to extremely slow target velocity (and too small a sample size) or a sample contains too much information due fast target motion (and too large a sample size). To avoid this problem we sample the data at various sizes in different trials (generally at 10, 20, and 30 frames) and have found that in most cases any mis-or nonclassification occurs in only one of the trials while the other trials produce compatible results.
Pair Chains
The pair primitives are used as basic blocks that combine together to construct more complex movement patterns over a longer temporal period. For example, to realise the query "Find two people meeting by the window" it must be decided what behaviours constitute a meeting. One definition is when individuals move toward each other and then remain close together for a period of time. In this case, this entire behaviour could be thought of as two sub-behaviours divided upon a change of behaviour state: (1) moving towards each other (or a series of converge), and (2) being stationary (or a series of stationary).
As many complex movements can be broken down to a series of simple movements in this manner, it would seem that a system that could detect the simple movements would afford flexibility, allowing complex queries to be built by chaining together the fundamental sub-movements. Currently these pair chains are specified by the user and stored as a directed graph, but is hoped to incorporate machine learning in the future to automatically derive the graphs from positive samples of the complex behaviours.
Group Primitives
Another consideration is the number of targets in the scene. If the task is only to detect actions exhibited by individuals then the solution is relatively simple as each target's motion can be analysed separately. However, in the case of group behaviour detection the task is more complex, requiring segmentation of the target data in order to find meaningful relationships between targets in the scene.
In our system we com- This means that if a pair of targets has a relationship of (e.g.,) converge, diverge, follow, parallel, or stationary, then if a third target has the same relationship (or stationary or parallel) with either member of the pair then all three can form a group with that relationship. New members are added to the group according to the same rule. A table of group relationships rules is given in Figure 3 . The left-hand column of the table is the relationship label of the group, while the top row is the relationship between the potential group member and a member already in the group.
Results
A simulated data sequence (FigFigure 4 . Simulated ure 4) shows targets 0,1 and 2 moving together over a period of 2.8 seconds, while targets 1,3 and 4 are moving away from each other. A pair primitives script for this sequence was produced (sample window of 20 frames every 10 frames), and examined for group behaviour.
As expected, two significant groups were detected: one with targets 0,1,2 had a converge relationship, and another with targets 1,3,4 had a diverge grouping. As the pairs in group 0,1,2 do not become stationary, a meeting is not detected. A meeting found was between targets 0 and 1 between times 19.5 and 31.5, and group movement was classified as convergeing at first (involving targets 0, 1 and 2) and then divergeing (initially targets 0, 1, 2 with target 3 included in the divergent group later). During time 24.5 to 34.0 no groupings were detected..
Conclusion
We have implemented a flexible system that can classify a set of movements exhibited by groups of targets. By characterising and learning a small set of simple general movements between pairs of targets as a base measure, our system can robustly detect groups of targets exhibiting similar movements as well as identify more complex pairwise movements.
